
superior security

access files anytime, anywhere

modern and comfortable cloud data storage

Your employees need a simple, flexible and secure stor-
age and sharing tool for their tasks and collaboration. 

Provide your company, teams and projects with modern 
and flexible data storage for files and documents. 

All employees will get their own user accounts, through 
which they can access their own files and files shared 
with them that are securely stored on the 
state-of-the-art Slovanet cloud platform, all via web 
interface and mobile or desktop applications. 

Provide your company teams with
cloud:LINK BIZNIS AKTOVKA data storage

The use of the cloud:LINK BIZNIS AKTOVKA inter-
face will be similarly simple and familiar as the one 
you use at the moment: With simple mouse drag-
ging you can save files of any type and size from 
your computer, sort them into folders, synchronize 
them, share them with other users, and access 
them also through your smartphone. And that's 
just the beginning.

Simple and comfortable use

Supports secured user collaboration thanks to file 
sharing in closed environment.

Files can be shared not only with individual users, 
but also with user groups within your Biznis Aktovka 
or anyone outside of it.

Shared files can be protected with a password 
and with adjustable expiration.

The file tagging feature significantly improves sorting 
and searching by specific criteria.

Supports file versioning.

Files and their changes can be commented.

Team collaboration 
and productivity tool

Despite high simplicity and comfort, cloud:LINK 

BIZNIS AKTOVKA provides extra high security: 

encrypted data transfer without the need of VPN 

access configuration, the ability to enable server 

side file encryption and your data do not even 

leave the Slovak Republic.

For sharing outside of a closed group, the above 

mentioned sharing protection with a password 

and adjustable expiration is possible. In addition, 

two-factor user authentication is also supported. 

In this way, it also helps you to meet the GDPR 

conditions.

You will get above-standard security
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You can store files of any type and size in your Biznis 

Aktovka and sort them into folders like on a regular 

computer.

 
After you have modified a file in your application and 

re-uploaded it into the Biznis Aktovka, a new file 

version will be created, so you can go back to a previous 

version at any time. 

Thanks to the desktop and mobile applications, you can 

synchronize and access the files anytime and any-

where.

You can also take advantage of dozens of additional 

applications and features to adjust appearance, multi-

media, office tools for document viewing, monitoring, 

and security.

Selected user features

Optional integration with MS Outlook and Mozilla 
Thunderbird email clients is also available. As 
a result, only links to files in your Biznis Aktovka 
are sent within your company instead of bulky 
email attachments. This significantly saves stor-
age space on servers and individual computers.

For clients with very strict security require-
ments, it is even possible to fully deploy a Biznis 
Aktovka on their own infrastructure (on-prem-
ise).

Advanced options for demanding users

Adjustable to your liking

The solution is flexible and adjustable according to the 
number of users, from small offices to corporations. 

The admin account gives you full control over users 
and settings of the Biznis Aktovka.

With your logo and corporate colors: You can customize 
the name of the interface, welcome slogan, interface 
color and insert your logo.
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